
Why most citizens of “The United States”
can’t be President

 Are you an American attorney?  Maybe even an
immigration attorney?  If you are, -as well as if you
are not, it is almost certain that you do not under-
stand the origin, history, and nature of the thing you
know as “citizenship”.
 Why would you not understand something so
basic?  Because your teachers did not understand it,
nor did theirs, nor the authors of their textbooks,
-and on back for countless generations and centuries.
 I’ve managed to illuminate the subject in large
numbers of expositions, but a new and very surpris-
ing realization has come to my awareness, one that
will be revealed following these few re-capping
paragraphs:
 Are you an American citizen?  What actual
proof do you have?  Do you have a Citizenship
Certificate?  Probably not, but most likely you have
a birth certificate that says you were born in such-&-
such state, right?  Well, by American law, that does
not necessarily make you a citizen.  Nor does it
explain what a citizen actually is (nor explain what
“The United States” actually is).

  Federal Law and Federal policy are two differ-
ent things, as is seen in what Barack Obama has
done with the Affordable Care Act.  It has specific
legal deadlines and commencement dates which he
simply tossed out the window and replaced with his
own self-chosen policy, one which his executive
branch is ordered to follow in contradiction to the
United States Constitution.

 You probably recall learning in history class
about the so-called “Gentleman’s Agreement” be-
tween the U.S. President and the Emperor of Japan
which informally limited Japanese immigration.
Wikipedia has this to say about gentlemen’s agree-
ments:
 “This type of agreement may allow a nation to
avoid the domestic legal requirements to enter into
a formal treaty, or it may be useful when a govern-
ment wants to enter into a secret agreement that is
not binding upon the next administration.  The
essence of a gentlemen's agreement is that it relies

upon the honor of the parties for its fulfillment,
rather than being in any way enforceable.
  According to another author, all international
agreements are gentlemen's agreements because,
short of war, they are all unenforceable.

between open gentlemen's agreements and secret
diplomatic agreements.”

 The Secretary of State’s agreement with the
Japanese foreign minister was known as a
gentleman’s agreement because it was not actual
law nor treaty.  Congress never voted on it.  It was
simply an adopted policy by the chief executive,
and followed by the branch of government that he
ruled.
 Similarly, the U.S. State Department and the
U.S. Citizenship & Immigration Service do not
follow the actual law.  They adhere to a policy put
in place in 1898, which goes decidedly beyond the
law and thus is without legal foundation.
 By that policy you are considered to be a
citizen, but that policy is not based on a delineated
principle but on a sort of “Cliff notes”, “rule of
thumb” or symptom-indicator when it comes to
citizenship.
 Since it is essentially true that those born in
the United States are almost without exception
American citizens, everyone born here is therefore
assumed to be a citizen, -but exceptions neverthe-
less do exist and maybe you are one of them.
 Were you born in the U.S. of a foreign ambas-
sador serving here?  How about American Natives
who refuse U.S. citizenship?  How about illegal
aliens?  How about aliens who have over-stayed
their Visas?  How about aliens who are merely
tourists or guests of the U.S. government?

 None of those types of foreigners are subject
to the fully sovereign authority of the American
government, and therefore no child born to them
is either.  That disqualifies such a child from the
citizenship bestowed by the 14th Amendment
which only extends to children of immigrants
because only they can be presumed to be fully
subject to American authority.



 Everyone who has followed what I’ve written
already knows that, but what is new is my realiza-
tion of the fact that such citizens are different from
the type of citizen that you are.  How so, you ask?
Because not only is the origin of their citizenship
not natural, (unlike you who were born of Ameri-
cans) but the entity of which they are citizens is
different also.
 The entire subject of citizenship cannot be
understood without understanding the dichotomy
between their form of citizenship and yours.  You
inherited your citizenship from your parents who
possessed the unalienable right to own you and
have you belong to the same family, society, State,
and nation to which they belonged.

 Those born of immigrants had no such parents
and their parents had no such American right.
 Their children were allowed to be Americans
by the grace of the U.S. Supreme Court which
reinterpreted  the 14th Amendment, with its  inher-
ently ambiguous nationality clause.
 Just as African-Americans were allowed to be
accepted as Americans, so the children of immi-
grants joined their ranks three decades later thanks
to a Supreme Court opinion.  They were allowed to
be American citizens from the day of their birth,
but what sort of citizen were they?  What was the
distinction that differentiated them from those born
of Americans?
 As previously stated, they had foreign parents,
but there is something else that is different also,
and that can only be explored by asking the ques-
tion: “ What, exactly, are they a citizen of?  Are
they  a citizen of 1.) the United States, 2.) the
UNITED STATES of AMERICA, or 3.) a State
that is a member of the union of the States of
America, iow; the united States?
 Those are three distinctly different entities, and
that difference explains everything once it is under-
stood.  And what it explains is something that has
hardly ever entered the mind of anyone born in the
last century or more.
 The bottom line of the difference is that if you
are a citizen of “The United States” then you are
likely to not be a natural born citizen and thus not
eligible to be President.  And that is even more

likely to be true if you were born as a citizen of
“The United States” because most so born were
born of immigrant foreigners.
 One cannot be born as a citizen of The UNITED
STATES of AMERICA because that name represents
the entirety of the nation, -all 50 States, Federal
territories, government offices and personnel, plus
the military.  One cannot be born in (nor of) more
than one sovereign entity unless born in more than
one body.
 But one can be born as a citizen of “The United
States” in one of two possible ways: by being born
of American parents on Federal Government land,
or by being born of immigrants anywhere in The
United  States of America.
 All immigrants’ alien-born children are includ-
ed as U.S. citizens via the 14th Amendment’s
nationality clause, -which reads: “All persons born
or naturalized in the United States, and subject to
the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United
States and the State wherein they reside.”
 Two government entities are referenced: The
United States and the individual State.  It is not
worded with a small-case letter “U” in “United”,
indicating it was referencing the nation and not
“The united STATES of America.  It was labeling
such immigrant-born children as being Federal
Government citizens first.
 With the eventual Supreme Court ruling re-
garding what the words of the 14th Amendment
meant for children of immigrants, it is clear that the
amendment got the order of those two entities
listed in the proper order, -with the nation or na-
tional government mentioned first, and the State of
birth mentioned second.
 For babies born of American parents, the oppo-
site was true.  They were first and foremost citizens
of the State of their birth, and through its member-
ship in the Union of the States, their State citizen-
ship extrapolated by extension into national citi-
zenship.
 But those born of foreigners were first and
foremost citizens of the American government, and
secondarily were citizens of the State of their birth
since they were citizens primarily by national law
and not State law.



 They may have also been citizens by original
State law dating back to a State’s independence and
first Constitution, -pre-dating the high court opin-
ion by a century, but since there was a disharmony,
a divergence between State law and national policy
regarding limitations on citizenship, (the feds not
recognizing dual-citizenship by native-birth) the
high court’s opinion settled the matter in favor of
federal constitutional (amendment) law, and na-
tive-birth citizenship was officially “in” at the Fed-
eral level, -no longer just limited to the State lev-
el.
 That supposedly over-rode the authority of
State law since it was based on an amendment to
the Constitution.  So if a State’s citizenship law
said that its native-born children of foreigners were
not recognized as citizens, the court opinion would
have nevertheless recognized them as national citi-
zens as well as State citizens.

 Barack Obama is considered to be a citizen of
“The United States”, but that status, -as connected
to his birth circumstance, renders him unqualified
to be President.  Let’s explore the “why” behind
that fact.
 Before the Declaration of Independence, all of
the colonies had one sovereign; King George III,
but after the declaration they had no sovereign.
They also had no American nation.  They instead
had a new alliance of the 13 independent, sover-
eign nation-states of America.  Each of them was a
unique separate country, having their own history,
traditions, government Charter, municipal law, and
within months or years, their own Constitutions
and central governments.
 Everyone in the greater aggregate country of
“America” was acknowledged internally as a mem-
ber of one thing and one thing only, and that was
the country of their habitation, and probable  birth.
They were citizens of their colonial homeland
turned newly independent nation-state, -joined in
an alliance with the 12 others in order to fight for
their liberty.
 They were citizens of the self-labeled Com-
monwealths of Virginia, Pennsylvania, and Massa-
chusetts, as well as nation-states such as New

York, Maryland, Rhode Island, etc.  There was no
such thing as a United States Government because
there was no American nation yet.  All citizens
were citizens of the individual sovereign nation-
states of America.
 So, since there was no United States govern-
ment and thus no nation; there was no such entity
as “The United States of America” signifying a
nation, its constituent parts, and its government,
existing as an entity on the world’s stage.
 What existed was simply The united States
(nations) of America, -an alliance of the several
States of America, -and with far less central control
than the European Union has today.  It has eco-
nomic union and cooperation and central control in
other matters, but not political union.

 Because of that lack of political unity, no one
can say: “I’m a citizen of the United States of
Europe”.  They can only say; “I’m a citizen of
France”, -or Germany, etc.  But if one were very
cosmopolitan, one might say; “I’m a citizen of the
European Union.” just as the representatives of the
fledgling nations of America could have said; “I’m
a citizen of the American Union of States.
 So just as Europe remains politically separated,
the situation was exactly the same in post-July 4th
1776 America.  One could not say: “I’m a citizen
of The UNITED STATES of AMERICA since the
nation those words (and capitalization) represent,
simply did not exist yet.
 But when it came to writing a national Consti-
tution 11 years later, candidates for elective nation-
al office had to be described in order to prescribe
qualifications for office, the first of which was
citizenship, followed by age and years of citizen-
ship.
 They wrote that a candidate for Congress had
to be a citizen of the United States at the time of the
adoption of the Constitution, but with the word
“united” capitalized, the effect was an ambiguity.
A constitutional nation did not yet exist since the
Articles of Confederation were not a strong enough
bond with a strong enough central government to
constitute a unified sovereign entity.  So the word
“united” probably should have not been capital-



ized, as was the habit in that day, as seen through-
out the entire Constitution.  Nouns are capitalized
everywhere.  But, undoubtedly,  the meaning be-
hind the wordswas that one had to be a citizen of
the united STATES of America... (for X number of
years).
 Reading it as printed erroneously conveys the
idea that one had to be a citizen of the nation for X
number of years, but that thought did not exist in
anyone’s mind.  Everyone only recognized State
citizenship as a primary reality, and nation mem-
bership as a secondary extrapolation or extension
of citizenship connecting one to the individual
State of his residence (and... probably birth).

 An aspiring candidate, or an elected one, had a
duty not first and foremost to serve an aggregate
union of states but to serve the people of the nation-
state that granted him its citizenship via it’s natu-
ralization process.  That meant the State that one
emigrated into, and became a citizen of.

 They would represent their State interests, -
even if in opposition to the interests of other States.
They were not one big happy family of States.
[They were akin to a the early Greeks of the city-
state era, drawn from large clans of competitive
cities, but united for defense or sports competition.]

 There was much they had in common, but also
much that separated them, with the North vs the
South, Free-states vs Slave-states being the biggest
divide.
 Another divide was that between the States and
Federal territory.  Federal territory was not an
element of the Union of the States and their consti-
tutional compact.  It was property of the federal
government alone, -just like the American colonies
were the personal property of the King of England,
and not the property of Great Britain.

 What was the nationality status of a baby born
on federal land, such as Louisiana, or Alaska?  It
was not a citizen of the father’s home State since
he and his wife may have abandoned it for emigra-
tion westward.  There was no State government in
the westward lands, so by default, such a child had

to be seen as a National of the United States Gov-
ernment, and by extension, the nation as a whole.
 With States, it was sort of the opposite.  State
citizens were first and foremost just that, and only
by extension, also citizens of the nation.

 One could call such U.S. Territory-born chil-
dren “natural born nationals” of the American
Government by being born of Americans, -with the
States having no factor in the relationship.
 In a way, that situation is akin to the Calvin
case in the early 1600’s Britain.  The union of the
united States would be equivalent to the nation of
England, while federal lands would be equivalent
to the kingdom of Scotland.  What connected the
two?
  In Britain it was the fact that one King became
the monarch of both Kingdoms and held both
Crowns. In America, the federal government re-
places the King by it being the connecting sover-
eign of the two separate and detached realms.
Thus, by extension, each realm was connected and
those born in “the West” were natural members of
the joint realm known as America.
 Therefore, although they were not natural citi-
zens of any State of the Union, they were natural
members of the nation as an aggregate entity, born
as Americans, -and as such could be viewed as
eligible to be President of the aggregate entity.
 Remember that the Constitution does not spec-
ify anything regarding nationality other than the
need to be a natural born citizen.  It doesn’t say
what entity one must be a natural citizen of.  A
State?  -or the yet non-existent new nation?
 It states: “No person, except a natural born
citizen, or a citizen of the United States at the time
of the adoption of this Constitution, shall be eligi-
ble to the office of the President.”  So, since “THE
UNITED STATES” did not yet exist at the time the
Constitution was adopted, all citizens were citizens
of the united (but separate) STATES.  State citi-
zens, -either natural ones or naturalized ones.  Both
could serve.  And later, one who was something
new, -a citizen-born non-State American national,
could also claim quite reasonably that they were a
natural born citizen of the American nation.



 U.S. Territories progressed from wilderness to
civilization to statehood. The non-State Federal
District of Columbia developed at the most rapid
pace, but not toward statehood.   With the develop-
ment of civilization, the inhabitants became the
CITIZENS of a Territory, -having responsibility to
obey and support the rule of law & order.
 They were not citizens of a State, but were
nevertheless citizens of an American entity, and
subject to the American government and its agents.

 To progress beyond this point, it is necessary to
come to an understanding of the difference between
citizenship and nationality.  Citizenship is a status
related to the internal rights and obligations of natu-
ral national members, but nationality is strictly a
perspective of governments; mostly toward mem-
bers of other nations, but also toward some mem-
bers within a government’s sovereignty.
 As seen in the Constitution of Cuba, one can be
a resident and national of Cuba, and yet not be a
citizen because one has no natural right of citizen-
ship due to foreign parentage.
 If a couple with children  emigrates to Cuba, and
eventually seeks and obtains naturalization, it will
make the parents Cuban citizens (but of a limited
nature with restricted rights) while their children
will not be acknowledged as Cuban citizens before
a certain age because they were born as foreign
citizens.  But they will be viewed, via their parental
connection, as Cuban Nationals.
 They belong to the nation of Cuba, just as their
parents then do also.  That means they are not
viewed as foreigners or aliens, but they are not
elevated to the status of Citizen.  They are Cubans
but not Cuban citizens.

 America has a similar situation when it comes to
the native inhabitants of American Samoa and the
American Virgin Islands, -with Puerto Rico and
Guam previously being in the same status.  They are
United States Nationals, but are not U.S. citizens.
Nationals do not have the rights nor the obligations
of citizens.
 It would have been within the sovereign author-
ity of the Cuban government’s Constitution writers

to allow immigrants only the status of Nationals
but not Citizens because they were not indigenous
Cubans nor born of Cubans.  They would be a
product of the State government via its nationality
law.
 It is the same in America and always was so
long before Cuba followed our lead, but not in
regard to a strong national government that had
not yet been formed in the 11 years preceding the
ratification of the Constitution.  It was true in
regard to the still sovereign governments of the
nation-states of America.  They could make for-
eigners into whatever they wanted to, -whether
new citizens or merely new nationals.
 Wanting all members of society to be Ameri-
cans and equal, they chose the high road of mak-
ing them co-citizens endowed with all of the rights
of fellow citizens.
 That covered both those who immigrated as
well as children born to them within the State.
What they were allowed to be was the result of a
decision of the natural citizens of each State when
writing their nationality clauses.
 Anyone that a State considered as one of its
citizens was to be recognized by the other States
as being just that.  That was a reciprocal arrange-
ment.  “You make citizens as you see fit, and we
will recognize them as such, and you will do the
same in regard to our citizens.”
 That would be the arrangement, with or with-
out a new central government.  But once one was
formed, it had to have a policy regarding national-
ity for dealing with Americans traveling, living, or
being born beyond U.S. borders.  It had to act as a
nation acts in regard to those it deemed to be its
own.
 So then the question was, who would be its
own?  Are those who are citizens of only the
American States deemed to be Americans?  What
if they are also a citizen of another nation as well?

 Which government’s nationality is sovereign
over such children; -the one of their foreign father
who is still subject to his own government, or the
one of the nation of the American State in which
his children were born?



 The new national government, facing a Europe
with which it might find itself at war at any time
being as it was still ruled by despots, chose to not
recognize the children of foreigners as being
American citizens nor American nationals.  They
were foreign nationals born of foreign nationals
even though born in America.  They were alien-
born.  A child could not have a nationality that was
different from that of the father who produced him.

 So the States had one citizenship recognition
process while the central government had another,
and it was in relationship to something beyond the
purview of any State government; namely foreign
relations, -along with the conduct of war.
 Suppose that a European Prince & pregnant
wife had a baby while visiting an American State
which by law bestowed its citizenship to all born
within its borders, (-without regard to whether or
not they were immigrants or merely visitors).
 Suppose they all traveled back to their Europe-
an kingdom where the young Prince would grow
up.  Suppose that he was murdered.  Would it be
an issue involving the American government be-
cause it involved the murder of an American?
 No, because he would not have been viewed as
being an American by the American government
even though he was a citizen of one of the States.
 Suppose he was murdered by his American
illegitimate half-brother?  Would the nation of the
deceased prince view the murder as merely one
American killing another, or as an American kill-
ing one of their own subjects, -a royal one at that?
The question hardly needs to be asked since the
answer is so obvious.
 His true nationality was determined by blood,
not his birth place. They would not care if his
half-brother killer was viewed in his home State or
home nation as a fully recognized citizen or as a
mere American national.  “Citizenship” would not
be even considered; only nationality.  American?
or not?  It would not be couched as “U.S. CITIZEN,
or not?”.
 They would view the murderer as a National of
The UNITED STATES of AMERICA, -without re-
gard to the State he was born in and a member of.

 Suppose the “American” half-brother had been
born in Europe and not the States; what would
determine his nationality?  Answer: Within mar-
riage, the nationality of the head of the family; i.e.,
the boss and master of the house; the father.
 Everyone in the family had one nationality and
it was his.  They were a single unit within the
greater units of county, State and nation.  His one
vote was the vote of the family unit.  A wife, per
the wedding vow to obey her husband, yielded to
the authority of her husband and his decisions,
whether family decisions or political decisions,
and she took his name and nationality.

 But an out-of-wedlock half-American son
might be seen as an American through his mother,
-unless the foreign father acknowledged paternity.
 The government of the Prince would not be
required to recognize such a son as a citizen of the
nation because he was illegitimate, perhaps might
be a fraud, and perhaps might have been born
anywhere, or at least not in his kingdom.  Thus, in
the founders’ era, the child would probably be
stateless, -having no nationality whatsoever, -an
international conundrum due to infidelity and ille-
gitimacy.
 There are four ways such a child could be
deemed to be an American, but only one existed
before the 1920’s.  One would be if he had been
born within one of the States that gave the gift of
citizenship to those born within its borders, -with
illegitimacy not addressed, pro nor con.

 Another would be possible if the District of
Columbia had a similar allowance thanks to the
choice of Congress.  But it did not recognize such
a child as an American having dual citizenship
because dual citizenship was not recognized.

 It would have been different if born of a Euro-
pean Princess and an American man.  Then he
would be a freak because he would be a cross
between an non-royal American father and a royal
heir to a European throne.  In such a case, the
father might acknowledge paternity and thus pro-
vide U.S. citizenship to his bastard son.



 But understand that the United States’ laws for
a long time did not acknowledge the situation of
children without married parents, nor the situation
of dual nationality within marriage.
 A bride, though foreign, became an American
by marrying an American, thus one single national-
ity for them and their children.
 Now let’s move forward in time to when a
foreign woman who married an American was
viewed as retaining her foreign nationality.  The
nationality of the child was still determined by the
American father from the viewpoint of the Ameri-
can government, regardless of how the government
of the mother viewed their child.

 The child, through a blood connection to the
man who fathered it, was seen as an American by
blood, and the law recognized such children as
Americans.  But what if the American parent was
the mother?
 That changed the situation significantly since
by accepted policy, it inherited the nationality of
the foreign father, and thus was not an American,
-but in time, -with women’s rights and women’s
suffrage being recognized by law and constitution-
al amendment, the nationality of the American
mother was deemed to be passed to her child if
born abroad via a foreign father.  Her child was a
statutory citizen by congressional statute.

 What did such citizenship have to do with any
of the States of the union?  Nothing.  It was purely
federal, by federal statute.  The laws of her State
did not make her child an American via making it
a citizen of her State because by then the State’s
were out of that business following the federal
government totally taking over the administration
of immigration and naturalization.

 That later switched to American volunteers
who were forced to take on the chore after the
federal government and the federal INS were
stopped in their tracks when the Supreme Court
ruled their take-over unconstitutional.
 Then there was no entity left with any organi-
zation to take on the task other than volunteer

organizations.  But with massive immigration, they
were overwhelmed and finally convinced Congress
to act and make the job a federal chore by law, -not
merely executive policy.

 So a child of an American mother and foreign
father could not be deemed to be American by a
State statute since States washed their hands of the
matter.  Then such a child would not be a citizen of
any State, but purely and solely a citizen of the
nation as a whole via the federal government; -a
national citizen only (at least until the mother re-
turned to live in one of the States).

 Such a citizen would have to be labeled as a
citizen of “The United States”, or “The UNITED
STATES of AMERICA”.  It could not be labeled a
citizen of “the united States”, -or a citizen of a State
of the Union because its citizenship was strictly
federal until it became domiciled as an adult within
an individual State.
 Another way to become such a citizen would be
via birth within the boundaries of federal land in
the eras following that in which dual citizenship
was not acknowledged.  If born in D.C. or on
federal land within a State, -or within no State, one
also would not be a State citizen but a federal
citizen only.
 Men who work for Washington on such lands
are not officers of “the united States”, because they
do not work for any State, but are instead officers
of “The United States”, -the entity and name of the
national government.
 As officers of the United States Government,
they do not represent the authority nor interests of
the States.  They only represent the authority and
laws of the national government, and it is quite
separate and apart from those of the States.

 Keeping the difference straight in one’s mind
requires recognizing the difference between the use
of the word “united” as an adjective and its use as
a part of a title.  A national title calls for the
capitalization of the major words included in the
title, while a word used as merely an adjective
should not be capitalized even though it makes a
label seem more weighty and authoritative.



 Let’s look as the name of the nation that has the
same initials as our own; the Union of South Africa.
One must not fail to capitalize the word “union”
because it is a part of the title of the nation, just as
one must not fail to capitalize the word “united”
when referring to the American nation.

 “Union” is not an adjective but is a noun, where-
as “united” is an adjective, and when used in refer-
ence to the union of the individual States, it need not
be, and should not be capitalized, even though ev-
eryone does it out of a habit dating back to when
most significant words were capitalized in formal
writing.
 “The united States” is an unambiguous refer-
ence to a union of States, whereas if “united” is
capitalized, one cannot tell what the reference is
made to except by analyzing the context in which it
is ambiguously used.  In most cases it does not refer
to “the general government” of the nation but the
union of States.
 So one can see that in the real and unambiguous
world, there is a distinct difference between a citi-
zen of “The United States of America” and a citizen
of “the united States”, but that difference is so
invisible, undetectable, unacknowledged, unimport-
ant, and insignificant that it is completely meaning-
less, -except... in one very rare and unusual circum-
stance.  That of seeking and obtaining the office of
President of the United States.

 The Constitution requires that only “a natural
born citizen... shall be eligible to the office of the
President;”.
 So what sort of citizen is a natural born citizen?
It is the sort that created the States and the union that
they formed.  It was the natural inhabitants or indig-
enous population of the American colonies and
future sovereign States.  It was the children of
Americans, -people who had American-ness as their
common background via their birth to Americans.

 They were all born as the natural citizens of their
colonies and States.  They were responsible for their
common defense, administration of justice, and the
operation of their government and civil societies.

 They were citizens even while being subjects
of the British Crown.  They were born as citizens,
and since their citizenship was not via a gift of the
government that they created but via their blood
connection to citizen parents, they were natural
citizens.  They were citizen-born natural Ameri-
cans.  Just what the  Constitution required.

 But those born of outsiders, -of foreign immi-
grants, were not the natural citizens of the colonies
or States but were merely legal citizens, even
though made legal in some States from birth.
 That which is natural cannot, by definition, be
made by government, and that which is made by
government cannot, by definition, be natural.
   It can only be man-made, including citizenship.

 No man-made citizen of “The United States”
is eligible to be President because he acquired
citizenship via American law which makes an
allowance for those of foreign or mixed nationali-
ty and blood connection.  Some U.S. government
citizens are natural born citizens because they
were born of citizens within federal territory.  But
in the beginning, nearly all natural born citizens
were only State citizens since they were born of
State citizens and not born out in the western
wilderness claimed by the Americans and ceded
to the U.S. by the British after the Peace Treaty of
Paris was signed.
 In fact one could even assert that only federal
“citizens” are truly citizens of “The United States”
(-as apposed to being merely U.S. Nationals) be-
cause all citizenship relationships are State rela-
tionships involving civic rights and duties, -with
the lone exception of paying taxes and serving on
federal juries.  So in reality, State citizenship
is/was the dog, and national “citizenship” is the
tail.  But guess which one wags which?
 In another sense it would be accurate to state
that we are all, in reality, simply Nationals of “The
United States”, and not “citizens” since our rights
and duties are still quintessentially State rights &
duties.
 Even the duty of national defense can no lon-
ger be considered as a national citizenship duty



because even non-citizens are obligated to serve
when called, and sent to prison for refusing.  That
leaves only the century-old federal taxes on income,
and federal jury service, and not many people ever
even experience that.   So in what sense are we truly
“citizens” of the national government of the nation?

 Plenty has been illegitimately and unconstitu-
tionally altered from the way our nation was found-
ed, but the basic structure has not.  We live our lives
as local and State citizens, although convenient
transportation makes changing one’s State very
easy, yet the functions of government, for the most
part, have not been ceded to the federal government,
so we live and serve as citizens of our home towns,
cities, counties, and States and do not serve as
“citizens” of the national government, nor the ag-
gregate nation as a whole.  And, our governors have
the authority to block our extradition to another state.
 One can truly assert that we are still essentially
nothing more than citizens of our State and merely
Nationals of our nation, yet our programmed think-
ing tells us just the opposite.
 To say that we are citizens of our nation is at
least half as absurd as saying that we are nationals
of our State since we have practically no national
citizenship duty at all.
 This truth is seen in the actual status of children,
and, for over half of American history, women as
well.  No one considers babies and children
(minors) to have any duties of citizenship.  They are
exactly what a National is, and definitely not what a
citizen is.  Citizens have CIVIC RIGHTS as well as
duties.  Children have neither, and neither did
America women until they were given the right to
vote, and the rights that accompanied it.
 Foreign permanent-resident immigrants are
treated as U.S. Nationals, -under the protection of
the government, and bearing certain responsibilities
toward the nation that they have joined.  That is why
they can be drafted into the U.S. military.

 The history of Congressional ignorance regard-
ing American citizenship is appalling.  Many of the
major and long-standing edicts of Congress have
been over-turned by the Supreme Court because

they failed to adhere to fundamental American
principles of equality.  They passed laws treating
naturalized citizens differently than natural citi-
zens, and American women differently than
American men. [That was eventually brought to a
silent stop, but not completely when it comes to
foreign birth involving a foreign parent.]

 The most egregious violation was the total
implementation of male-dominated citizenship
determination.
 It was one thing to deem an American
husband’s foreign bride to now be an American
too, but it was quite another to deem an American
bride who married a foreign groom to have for-
feited her American citizenship by having done
so, (in reciprocity with the foreign nation of the
husband).
 That was the law of the land, passed by Con-
gress, and signed by the President as the Natural-
ization Act of 1907.  Any child born to such a
mother was denied American citizenship up until
it was repealed in 1922 by the Cable Act.

 So you can see, citizenship has been quite a
quagmire throughout periods in American history
as the role of men and women became ever more
equal.  But through it all, the meaning of what is
a natural born citizen has never changed, -except
perhaps at the margins where very odd circum-
stances might be involved.
 The birth and nationality of Barack Obama
was not such a circumstance.  He was not even in
the same ballpark as natural born citizens.  He
was born subject (solely) to the British Nationali-
ty Act of 1948, as his own 2008 election website
explained, with that Act applying to both Obama
Sr. and all of his children.

 Obama openly acknowledged that he was
born as a subject of the British Commonwealth
and as a future citizen of Kenya once it became
an independent nation a few years later, and he
has never claimed to be a natural born American
citizen, but he must have been ignorant of the
Civil Rights Act of 1866.



 It preceded the writing of the 14th Amendment
by a few months, and its wording declares that
those born in the United States, and not subject to
any foreign power, are citizens of the United
States [“United” should not be capitalized because
it essentially refers to State citizenship for freed
slaves.  They were not foreigners, nor born of
foreigners since the importation of slaves had been
banned a half century earlier.]

 So even if assumed to have been born in Amer-
ica, he would still be ineligible to be President
because he was born subject to a foreign power,
and was not as a natural citizen of any State since
he was born of an outsider.
 So an alien father prevented him from being a
natural born citizen, and the Civil Rights Act of
1866 bars him from even being a citizen at all since
his mother was too young for her citizenship to
legally be transmitted to her son.

 Some falsely assume that the 14th Amendment
over-rode the Civil Rights Act of 1866 by its
“lower standard” of only requiring that one be born
subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, but
in fact, the author’s said just the opposite.  One
openly proclaimed that being subject to American
jurisdiction meant being subject to no foreign pow-
er.  So that meant that dual citizenship was not
recognized, and one could not be subject to two
separate nations, -just as freed slaves were not.
 But to avoid that truth, they float the notion that
children, (even babies!) are directly subject to na-
tional governments.  In fact, people on both sides
of the Obama eligibility issue assert that falsehood.

 First, only adults are subject to governments.
Second, wives were always, in the Christian and
human tradition, subject directly to their husbands,
-not the government.  And their children were
directly subject to their mother and father, -not the
government. So their doctrine that any child born
in America is automatically subject to the Federal
government is insanely absurd.  The family unit
was a vertical hierarchy, -not a horizontal one with
each element subject to Big Brother.  Only the head
was subject.  The relationship of the children to the

government of the nation in which they lived was
solely through their father.  If he was subject, then
one day they would also be.  They inherited his
subjection, -and fully so if male.  If he was alien,
then they were viewed as subject to the foreign
power that he remained subject to since national
borders do not terminate one’s national obligations.
If one’s nation is attacked, one must heed the call
of duty even if living abroad.

 So, we have a President who is not only not
constitutionally qualified to serve since he is not a
natural born citizen of Hawaii nor the federal gov-
ernment, but is disqualified from being even an
American citizen since his father was not an immi-
grant subject to Washington, but merely a tempo-
rary foreign guest still subject to the government of
Kenya. But might he be a naturalized American?

 We have no way to know because all records
related to him have either been “lost” removed &
hidden, classified, closed to inspection, or de-
stroyed.  Nothing yet released by his or the Hawai-
ian government has been legitimate, but what has
been released is an attempt to benefit from the
ignorance of the American people who do not
understand that it does not matter where he was
born, -only to whom he was born; -an American
father?  Or an alien?

 Regardless, he is an American National, but
that does not make him an American CITIZEN.
He logically can be viewed as being an American,
-just as can children brought illegally into the coun-
try at a young age, and then raised and schooled as
Americans.  But being the equivalent to an Ameri-
can National does not make one eligible to be the
Commander-in-Chief of the United States Military.

 So Barack Obama, being an alien-born child of
a non-subject foreign student, is not a natural citi-
zen of any State, -nor of any nation, and regardless
of native-birth, all such persons are constitutionally
barred from being the President of the United States.
So why is he President?  Because America has
become a reflection of the O.J. Simpson jury.
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